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Effector Protocol Litepaper v1.0 
Discover the Effector Protocol and its native token: Effector (LSE). 

Disclaimer: To fully understand the Effector Protocol and the utilities of the Effector ($LSE) token, you must 

be familiar with Zones Ecosystem and the Work-to-Earn Protocol. Here is a helpful video: Zones 101 

 

Giving Context: Understanding the Zones Ecosystem 

The Zones ecosystem consists of two different digital workspace solutions optimized to fit the 
needs of any enterprise, organization, or team: Zones and Enterprise Zones. 

• Zones: Perfect for SMEs and collaborative teams that require cloud-based digital 
workspace infrastructure with CRM and team management functionality. Zones are built 
with CRM and project management functionality designed to incentivize efficiency and best 
practices with the addition of simple, useful, and engaging on-chain utilities. 

• Enterprise Zones: Designed for enterprises and organizations requiring on-premises ERP 
solutions. Integrated with abstract blockchain functionality, Enterprise Zones offer greater 
control, security, scalability, customization, and engagement without needing to 
understand blockchain technology. 

• dZones: (formerly referred to as Utility Zones) are the foundation of Lunarspace's user-
centric dApps and blockchain utilities, designed for streamlined utilization of select IBC 
tools and protocols including the Effector Protocol (LSE) and Zones’ overall token economy 
(LSX and HAMP). 

  

https://lunarspace.io/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=es6WvA8dwIE
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Work-to-Earn Protocol: LSX and HAMP 

LSX and HAMP are only generated and minted within Zones via the Work-to-Earn protocol. This 
means you must own a Zone to interact with LSX tokens. 

HAMP: These smart reward tokens are optimized and distributed for value-driven activities 
completed within a Zone, convert HAMP to LSX to interact with the Interchain and the open-market. 

LSX: This pseudo-stable smart token underpins the internal economy and operations of the Zones 
ecosystem. Serving as the primary utility and governance token within Zones LSX enables 
transactional operations, access to functionalities, and participation in governance structures. 

• Bonding LSX in a Vault: Zones utilize Vaults for LSX bonding, activating the Work-to-Earn 
protocol, and determining financial metrics like APR and minting caps for HAMP. Governed 
by smart contracts, this ensures each Zone's efficiency and economic stability. 

• Dynamic Minting Contracts: Determine LSX minting, maintaining token supply stability by 
setting and enforcing monthly minting caps. 

• Redemption Contracts: Regulated LSX token redemption, balancing liquidity with supply 
to preserve stability of Zones’ overall token economy. 

Dynamic LSX Supply Management 

Controlled LSX Expansion: The protocol smartly regulates LSX minting, ensuring the supply only 
increases by a maximum of 30k per month, aligning with ecosystem growth and demand. This cap 
is designed to scale, potentially increasing to 50k and beyond, maintaining economic equilibrium. 

Vault Balance Protection: By capping the rise and fall of USDC in the LSX backing vault, the 
protocol safeguards against abrupt liquidity shifts, ensuring a stable backing for LSX tokens. 

https://lunarspace.io/
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PaaS: Streamlined Access Through Soulbound Tokens 

Privacy-as-a-Service (PaaS) is a core component of the Zones ecosystem, designed to manage 
access through soulbound tokens (SBTs), enhancing both security and user experience. 

Lunarspace’s use of soulbound tokens makes the Zones ecosystem a truly unique and innovative 
solution, here’s how we use SBTs to enhance privacy and security within Zones: 

• zPaaS SBT: Allocated to Zone owners upon onboarding, this SBT is essential for authorizing 
and managing internal users, serving as a digital key to define roles and permissions within 
the Zone. 

• sPaaS SBT: Used to grant access to external individuals, it's minted through the zPaaS SBT 
on the Secret Network, ensuring private and secure interactions for authorized external 
users. Additionally, the sPaaS SBT simplifies accessibility by abstracting wallet logins for 
external users. 

Seamless Onboarding and System Sovereignty: When onboarding a Zone, PaaS is temporarily 
activated to mint an sPaaS SBT to facilitate the private key transfer from Lunarspace to the new 
Zone owner. The Zone’s private keys are passed securely without Lunarspace ever seeing them. 

Cost-Saving Scalability Enhancements: Activating PaaS renders “pay-per-seat” subscription 
models obsolete, significantly reducing overhead costs and enhancing the security and scalability 
for the Zone. 

Zones Governance: Empowering Communities 

The Zones ecosystem empowers its users with governance capabilities through the "Create-your-
Own-DAO" feature, facilitating collective decision-making via IntraZone and OuterZone DAOs: 

• IntraZone DAOs: Focused on internal governance for a Zone, these DAOs utilize zPaaS SBTs 
to verify and enable Zone members to propose, deliberate, and vote on key policies and 
initiatives, leveraging their LSX tokens to determine voting power. 

• OuterZone DAOs: Extending the governance framework beyond individual Zones, these 
DAOs utilize sPaaS SBTs to enable private and collaborative decision-making with external 
entities and other Zones, fostering a more engaged and interconnected community. 

Zone governance is driven by LSX token-based voting, ensuring that Zone users have a direct 
impact on decision-making. This approach fosters decentralized feedback and voting to promote 
transparency and fairness, while PaaS ensures that all governance activities are secure and private. 

 

Context complete. Continue reading to learn about the EFFECTOR PROTOCOL. 

  

https://lunarspace.io/
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The Effector Protocol 

Introducing a versatile and innovative approach to utility tokens, the Effector Protocol, and its 
native Effector (LSE) token, are designed to augment and enhance existing blockchain 
infrastructure, like the Zones ecosystem, without being directly dependent on any one protocol. 

Dynamic Utility Token: Effector (LSE) 

Unlike conventional tokens with static functions, LSE holders can choose which utility to activate at 
any given time, making LSE a multi-purpose tool within the ecosystem. Designed to enhance the 
Zones ecosystem, holding LSE tokens offers a range of selectable utilities, empowering users to 
adapt their token use to evolving needs and opportunities. 

Core LSE Utilities 

Effector (LSE) is designed to provide interoperability and ensure fluidity across Zones and partnered 
chains, promoting asset transfer and interaction versatility for Zones’ internal token economy with 
the broader Interchain. 

1. Governance Participation: LSE token holders can partake in key decision-making processes, 
influencing the direction and policies of the Zones ecosystem. Through the Zones Signaling DAO, 
LSE holders can vote on proposals initiated by the Lunarspace team, ensuring a collaborative and 
balanced governance model. 

2. Revenue Sharing: A portion of the ecosystem's revenue is shared with LSE holders who stake 
their tokens and participate in governance. This creates a direct financial incentive for long-term 
engagement and investment in the ecosystem, fostering a community of stakeholders committed 
to mutual success. 

3. Enhancing Zone Efficiency: LSE can be bonded to a Zone’s LSX Vault to boost their HAMP 
rewards and maximize their LSX yield. This utility not only improves the operational dynamics of 
individual Zones but also elevates the overall economic activity within the ecosystem. 

4. Market Dynamics and Liquidity Provision: LSE holders can sustain the Zones token 
economy while potentially profiting from the protocol by engaging in market-making and cross-
chain liquidity provisioning. Savvy developers and traders can take advantage of unique arbitrage 
opportunities for LSX, enacting steady and consistent volume for the ecosystem and protocol. 

Archway Powered IBC Interactivity in dZones 

Leveraging Archway’s robust infrastructure, the Effector Protocol powers the LSE token to serve as a 
dynamic instrument within dZones. This Archway-powered dApp ecosystem offers a versatile LSE 
interface, enabling token holders to navigate the complexities of blockchain utilities with ease. 
Within dZones, LSE interacts harmoniously with Astrovault DEX, facilitating strategic token pairings 
that bolster liquidity and open avenues for innovative DeFi strategies. 

https://lunarspace.io/
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LSE Tokenomics 

The LSE token is designed with a fixed supply to ensure scarcity and value preservation. The 
distribution strategy includes an Outbid launch, liquidity provisioning, airdrops, and incentives, all 
aimed at establishing a vibrant and balanced economy for LSE from the outset. 

  

https://lunarspace.io/
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Token Metrics 

The tokenomics of the LSE token are designed to promote a sustainable and scalable economic 
model that aligns with the Zones ecosystem and the collective success of its users and holders. 

• Max Supply: The LSE token is capped at a max supply of 100,000,000 tokens, which 
establishes scarcity and potential for value appreciation. 

• Initial Token Price: Priced at approximately $0.01 at launch, the LSE token was positioned 
to be accessible to a wide range of investors, prioritizing inclusivity and accessibility. 

• Initial Market Cap: With an initial market valuation of approximately $1,000,000.00, LSE 
enters the market with a solid foundation and room for growth. This initial market cap 
reflects a balance between creating an affordable entry point for investors and establishing 
a base valuation that underscores the project’s potential and long-term vision. 

Growth-Centric Allocation 

• Liquidity Provision: A significant portion of LSE tokens is reserved for injecting liquidity into 
the market, facilitating smooth trading experiences and price stability. 

• Pool Incentives: Allocations are set aside to incentivize liquidity providers, ensuring that 
essential DeFi services like DEXs maintain robust liquidity pools for LSE. 

• Developer Grants: To stimulate innovation and development on the Archway platform, 
grants are allocated to support innovative teams contributing to the ecosystem. 

• Airdrops: A conservative approach to providing community members with airdrops is being 
considered by the Lunarspace, Archway, and Astrovault teams. 

Incentive Mechanisms 

• Staking Rewards: Holders who stake LSE tokens may receive periodic rewards, 
encouraging long-term holding and ecosystem participation. 

• Governance Participation: Token holders are incentivized to engage in ecosystem 
governance through potential rewards for active voting and proposal submissions. 

LSE Redemption Pool: Reinforcing Market Liquidity 

• Fee-Based Reinvestment: The LSE Redemption Pool is uniquely bolstered by a portion of 
LSE trading fees. This continuous reinvestment enriches the pool, enhancing its 
attractiveness to liquidity providers and ensuring a stable value foundation for LSE. 

• Sustainable Growth Mechanism: This strategic approach to recycling trading fees back 
into the pool underpins the long-term viability and liquidity of LSE, encouraging ongoing 
market participation.  

https://lunarspace.io/
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dZones Integration: Using LSE within a Zone 

dZones offer unique benefits and functionalities in a seamless and user-friendly interface designed 
to connect the Work-to-Earn Protocol with the Effector Protocol to seamlessly interact with LSE, 
LSX, and HAMP tokens. For Zones, purchasing Effector (LSE) tokens activates their dZone, allowing 
the Effector Protocol to start working for the Zone as an efficiency enhancement and reward 
boosting mechanism. 

Boosting Zone LSX APR and HAMP Rewards 

dZones act as the gateway for Zones and Enterprise Zones to harness the power of LSE for 
enhancing their operational efficiency. By staking LSE within dZones, users can: 

• Increase LSX APR: LSE staking can directly influence the annual percentage rate (APR) of 
LSX within a Zone, leading to more favorable returns and incentivizing deeper engagement 
within the ecosystem. 

• Boost HAMP Generation: The integration allows for the amplification of HAMP rewards 
generated through work-to-earn protocols, thus increasing the reward pool and enhancing 
user motivation to contribute to the ecosystem's growth. 

Priority LSX Minting 

dZones facilitate a mechanism where Zones and Enterprise Zones can utilize LSE to gain priority in 
LSX minting processes. This feature is particularly beneficial during high-demand periods, ensuring: 

• Minting Efficiency: LSE holders can enjoy expedited processing for their LSX minting 
requests, reducing wait times and improving liquidity management within their respective 
Zones. 

• Strategic Advantage: Having priority in LSX minting not only offers a liquidity advantage but 
also positions Zone owners strategically within the ecosystem for capturing market 
opportunities. 

By embedding LSE within the core functionalities of dZones, Lunarspace not only augments the 
utility and desirability of the Effector token but also fosters a more vibrant, engaged, and 
economically robust ecosystem. 

 

Bonding LSE to Enhance Zone Efficiency 

For a Zone, the Effector Protocol can be optimized to amplify the operational output of the Work-to-
Earn protocol involving HAMP and LSX tokens. Zones are encouraged to bond their LSE to one of 
their LSX or HAMP boosting contracts, choosing between enhancing HAMP generation, increasing 
Zone APR, or boosting LSX redemptions. 

https://lunarspace.io/
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• Enhancing HAMP Generation: HAMP tokens, the backbone of the Zones reward system, 
can be further optimized through LSE interactions. By bonding LSE within dZones, users can 
enhance the generation rate of HAMP, which in turn, can be converted to LSX, circulating 
value within the ecosystem and boosting engagement. 

• Increasing Zone APR: Bonding LSE can significantly increase the Annual Percentage Rate 
(APR) for LSX within a Zone. This incentivizes greater participation from the community, 
leading to enhanced economic activity and a thriving Zone ecosystem. 

• Boosting LSX Redemptions and Minting Cap: Utilizing LSE within dZones can lead to more 
efficient LSX redemptions, increasing the ease with which LSX can be redeemed. 
Simultaneously, it allows Zones to expand their LSX minting capabilities, providing more 
flexibility in managing the internal token supply. 

• Dynamic Performance Metrics: LSE staking influences a Zone’s performance metrics, 
offering a tiered efficiency boost. This calculated enhancement considers total LSE staked, 
incentivizing larger contributions while maintaining fairness by incorporating diminishing 
returns to balance the Zone’s economic framework. 

 

Unique LSX Redemption Opportunity with LSE 

• Overarching LSE Utility: Regardless of the selected utility or even passive holding, LSE 
ownership provides an exclusive advantage in LSX minting and redemption. This feature is 
pivotal, especially when encountering vault limitations on LSX supply. 

• Prioritized Redemption Queue: The total LSE held by an individual—not just liquid LSE but 
also those engaged in revenue sharing, efficiency contracts, or governance—determines 
their priority in the LSX minting and redemption queue. This system ensures that those most 
invested in the ecosystem are served first, optimizing the utility and value of LSE holdings. 

https://lunarspace.io/
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Direct Benefits to Zones 

As Zones become more efficient, they generate more HAMP and convert more LSX, which 
stimulates the economic activity and liquidity within the ecosystem. Implementing the Effector 
Protocol into this utility incentivizes Zone owners to continuously improve their productivity by 
offering enhanced rates of HAMP rewards or higher LSX minting limits. 

Impact on the Ecosystem 

By allowing Zone owners to leverage their LSE tokens for better performance, the utility feeds into a 
positive feedback loop where increased efficiency leads to more substantial economic 
engagement, which in turn drives the demand for LSE tokens as a valuable asset within the 
ecosystem. Moreover, this utility reflects the principle of meritocracy and investment in the 
ecosystem's growth. It rewards those willing to commit their resources to improve their Zones, 
ensuring that the most active and invested participants are recognized and compensated for their 
contributions. 

 

LSE for Everybody via dZones 

Even without owning a Zone, in dZones, users can stake LSE for rewards, participate in governance 
decisions affecting the broader ecosystem as well as access to enhanced IBC utilities. 

LSE Interface within dZones 

• User-Friendly Access: The dZones platform will offer a tailored interface where users can 
engage with LSE and its pairings, facilitating an intuitive experience for participating in 
governance, liquidity provision, and accessing interchain services. 

• Integrated dApp Ecosystem: By interfacing with multi-chain dApps and services, dZones 
becomes a centralized hub for decentralized activities, with LSE as the driving force. 

Astrovault DEX / dZones Integration 

• Strategic Token Pairings: dZones will enable direct access to Astrovault DEX where LSE’s 
strategic pairings with AXV, ARCH, and potentially JKL and COREUM will enhance liquidity 
and create a rich trading environment. 

• Astrovault DEX Integrations: Through dZones, integrations with Astrovault DEX will be 
streamlined, promoting the use of LSE in diverse DeFi strategies and cross-chain 
functionalities. 

• LSE Staking Mechanisms: Staking mechanisms within dZones will be flexible, offering 
adaptive rewards based on the market’s liquidity conditions. This ensures that LSE's utility 
is maximized across the interchain. 

https://lunarspace.io/
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Advanced Tokenomics and Market Making 

The Effector Protocol ensures that LSE serves as a dynamic agent within the interchain, leveraging 
Astrovault DEX's robust platform and the intuitive dZones interface to interact with various key 
tokens in the ecosystem. 

LSE/AXV Synergy on Astrovault DEX 

• LSE/AXV Pairing: LSE will pair with AXV to provide liquidity and facilitate trade within the 
Astrovault ecosystem. This pairing will enable users to take part in yield-generating 
activities and contribute to the overall market depth. 

• Incentives: Liquidity providers for the LSE/AXV pool will receive transaction fee shares or 
additional LSE tokens, incentivizing their contribution and maintaining a healthy liquidity 
level. 

Archway Collaborations with LSE 

• LSE/ARCH Pairing: As Archway’s native token, ARCH will create a direct pathway for 
liquidity and staking strategies when paired with LSE. This strategic pairing supports cross-
chain operations and enhances the economic architecture of both ecosystems. 

• Dual Rewards: Users participating in the LSE/ARCH pool could potentially earn rewards in 
both tokens, aligning incentives and fostering loyalty across both platforms. 

  

https://lunarspace.io/
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Bridging with Coreum (COREUM) 

• LSE/Coreum Bridge: LSE’s integration into dZones will pave the way for creating a bridge 
with COREUM, enabling a seamless flow of assets within and outside of the Zones 
ecosystem. 

• Interchain Arbitrage: With the establishment of the LSE/COREUM bridge, arbitrage 
opportunities will arise for LSX as stabilized price discrepancies occur, providing LSE 
holders the chance to benefit from differential pricing across the ecosystem. 

LSX/LSE Synergy 

Within Astrovault DEX, LSE and LSX will form a complementary pair, facilitating seamless 
transactions and economic activities within the Zones ecosystem: 

• Liquidity Provision and Staking: LSE/LSX liquidity pools are designed to provide stability 
and encourage staking, offering holders of both tokens the opportunity to earn yield and 
participate in the ecosystem’s growth. 

• Reward Mechanisms: Holders who provide liquidity or stake their tokens may receive 
rewards in both LSE and LSX, creating a dual incentive structure that encourages sustained 
engagement within the Zones environment. 

LSX/LSE Arbitrage and Market Efficiency 

The interaction of LSE with LSX and other token pairings on Astrovault DEX opens up significant 
arbitrage opportunities: 

• Real-Time Price Monitoring: Smart contracts will constantly monitor the pricing of LSE 
against LSX and other pairings across multiple exchanges, allowing for immediate 
identification of arbitrage opportunities. 

• Rapid Execution for Arbitrage: Archway’s high-speed transaction capabilities will be 
leveraged to ensure that discrepancies can be acted upon instantly, maintaining price 
alignment and enhancing market efficiency. 

• Adaptable Reward System: LSE introduces a responsive incentive mechanism that adjusts 
rewards based on real-time market needs and governance activities, optimizing token 
holder contributions. 

• Arbitrage Efficiency across Chains: The seamless integration of LSE within dZones and 
Astrovault DEX enables effective arbitrage opportunities across the Interchain. This feature 
ensures that LSE maintains consistent pricing and liquidity, contributing to a balanced and 
efficient marketplace. 

  

https://lunarspace.io/
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Interactions with Jackal (JKL) 

• Future Integrations: LSE aims to integrate with JKL, the token powering decentralized 
storage solutions. This partnership is expected to unlock new functionalities for LSE 
holders, such as enhanced storage options for dApp developers and users in dZones. 

• Utility Expansion: Through this integration, LSE will extend its use case beyond liquidity 
and governance to include decentralized file management and storage solutions. 

Interplay within the Interchain 

The LSE token not only fortifies the Zones ecosystem from within but also extends its influence 
across the Interchain, fostering a seamless flow of value, information, and governance. This 
interplay is pivotal in realizing the vision of a truly interconnected blockchain landscape, where 
assets and utilities can traverse freely, enhancing the utility and reach of every participating 
network. 

• IBC Protocol Integration: The Inter Blockchain Communications (IBC) Protocol enables 
LSE to move effortlessly across different blockchains. This fluidity is essential for cultivating 
deep liquidity pools and ensuring LSE's accessibility and utility in various ecosystems. 

• Multi-Chain dApps and Services: The versatility of LSE is further amplified through its 
integration into dZones, a dApp suite of IBC utilities built on Archway. These dApps leverage 
LSE for various functionalities, from governance to transaction fee payments, showcasing 
the token's utility beyond the confines of a single network. 

• Arbitrage: The arbitrage opportunities presented by LSE's presence across multiple DEXs 
contribute significantly to market efficiency. Smart contracts designed for rapid execution 
ensure that LSE's price remains consistent, fostering trust and stability within the broader 
ecosystem. 

 

Envisioning a Unified Ecosystem 
 

The LSE token is poised to play a crucial role in interchain connectivity and liquidity. It will serve as a 
versatile tool for traders, liquidity providers, and IBC enthusiasts within the Interchain. LSE 
transcends traditional blockchain boundaries, fostering collaboration and driving innovation across 
networks. By enabling fluid cross-chain interactions, LSE facilitates: 

• Collaborative Ventures: Encouraging shared technological advancements and community 
growth. 

• Innovation Hub: dZones becomes a springboard for creative dApp development with LSE 
as a cornerstone. 

• Ecosystem Integration: Leveraging unique strengths of diverse networks for a 
compounded effect and a unified blockchain experience. 

https://lunarspace.io/
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Sharing Revenue with the Zones Ecosystem 

Revenue sharing is designed to establish a symbiotic relationship between the ecosystem's 
financial success and the prosperity of individual LSE holders. By tying a portion (~10%) of Zones’ 
revenue directly to LSE stakers, this utility promotes a vested interest in the growth and well-being 
of the Zones ecosystem. 

• Shared Revenue Pool: ~10% of the Zones ecosystem's total revenue is allocated to holders 
staking their LSE in the shared revenue pool or participating in the Zones Signaling DAO. 
 

• Staking and Governance: 80% of the LSE in the shared revenue pool (8% total) is 
designated for LSE stakers, while the remaining 20% (2% total) is designated for DAO 
participation, as mentioned in the previous section. 

• Distribution Algorithm: LSE from the shared revenue pool is distributed monthly based on 
the duration of days that holders have been staking their LSE, multiplied by the amount of 
LSE they’ve bonded. 

• Protocol Safety: To prevent manipulation of the protocol, unbonding LSE on a particular 
day of the month coincides directly with how long the unbonding period is. For example, if 
an LSE holder stakes their LSE on the 25th day of a given month, then the unbonding period 
is 25 days. 

 

Interaction via dZones 

dZones provides an intuitive and streamlined interface for LSE holders to engage deeply with the 
Zones ecosystem. Through dynamic revenue distribution smart contracts, users can stake their 
tokens and partake in the ecosystem’s financial success with ease and transparency. The platform 
is crafted to showcase the versatility of LSE tokens, whether it’s for staking, governance, or 
accessing various services within the ecosystem. 

https://lunarspace.io/
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Impact on the Ecosystem 

Revenue Sharing effectively transforms LSE holders into active financial stakeholders in the Zones 
ecosystem. It's not just about providing a return on investment; it's about cultivating a robust 
community where each member's success contributes to and reflects the success of the entire 
platform. This utility ensures that the Zones ecosystem grows together with its users, establishing a 
resilient and dynamic economic model that rewards loyalty and participation. 

• Passive Income Stream: LSE holders receive a passive income, providing ongoing rewards 
for their commitment to the ecosystem. 

• Stakeholder Alignment: By directly benefiting from the platform's success, stakeholders 
are motivated to contribute positively to the ecosystem's growth, either through active 
participation or by providing constructive feedback and governance voting. 

• Long-Term Engagement: The revenue sharing model encourages LSE holders to think long-
term, aligning their strategies with the ecosystem's sustainable development. 

 

Incentives for Feedback and Governance Participation 

LSE tokens power what we call the Zones Signaling DAO. Lunarspace embraces a hybrid-
governance model designed to ensure that key decisions regarding the Zones ecosystem are made 
in a transparent manner, enabling community feedback and voting power for anyone holding LSE. 

Zones Signaling DAO 

Unlike typical DAOs where any member can submit a proposal, in the Zones Signaling DAO, only the 
Lunarspace team and key strategic partners can submit proposals designed to ensure proper 
maintenance and best practices for the Zones ecosystem but will not have any voting rights. 

• Proposal Initiation: The Lunarspace team and key strategic partners are responsible for 
submitting proposals for LSE holders to vote on updates and integrations regarding 
maintaining and enhancing the overall Zones ecosystem. 

• Voting Rights: LSE holders are granted voting rights proportionate to their token holdings. 
This weightage system ensures that those with a larger stake in the ecosystem have a 
commensurate influence on its direction. 

• Voting Process: Proposals are presented with clear objectives, timelines, and outcomes 
expected. LSE holders can vote 'yes' or 'no' on each proposal during a predetermined voting 
period. 

• Resolution: Post-voting, if the majority consensus is reached (based on predefined quorum 
and majority rules), the proposal is considered accepted, and the changes are 
subsequently implemented for testing within the ecosystem. 

https://lunarspace.io/
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Incentives for Participation 

• Revenue Sharing: 20% of the LSE allocated for shared revenue (from the LSE revenue pool 
detailed in the next section) is rewarded periodically to active participants in the Zones 
Signaling DAO, incentivizing community governance and collaboration. 

• Special Rights: Participants in governance may be afforded special rights or privileges 
within the ecosystem, such as early access to new features or services. 

DAO Interface in dZones 

With dZones, LSE holders are granted access to a seamless interface where they can partake in the 
ecosystem’s governance with clarity and simplicity. Here, they can deliberate on the merits of 
proposals, engage in constructive debates, and cast informed votes. This portal not only enhances 
the democratic process within the ecosystem but also upholds the transparency and collective 
wisdom that drive the Zones ecosystem forward. 

Impact on the Ecosystem 

The Zones Signaling DAO establishes a forward-thinking approach to ecosystem management. It 
integrates the best elements of decentralized governance while retaining the focused vision that a 
SaaS entity like Lunarspace provides. As a result, LSE holders can be assured that their 
investments are safeguarded by a transparent governance feedback model that values their input 
and rewards their participation. 

 

Pioneering a Future of Interconnected Efficiency 

As we approach the frontier of Web 3.0, the Effector Protocol stands as a testament to innovation 
and interconnectivity in the blockchain space. By introducing the LSE token, we have not just 
unveiled a new asset but a pivotal instrument that harmonizes the flow of value, governance, and 
efficiency across the Zones ecosystem and the broader Interchain. 

The Effector Protocol was conceptualized with the vision to serve as the catalyst for a new era of 
blockchain utility. It redefines the boundaries of what tokens can achieve – embodying adaptability, 
responsiveness, and integrated functionality. From enhancing the efficiency of digital workspaces 
in the Zones to ensuring seamless market liquidity and fostering robust governance frameworks, 
LSE emerges as a cornerstone of a dynamic and evolving digital economy. 
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A message from the Lunarspace team: 

Looking ahead, we are committed to expanding the capabilities of the Effector Protocol, ensuring 
that it remains at the forefront of blockchain innovation. Through continuous development, 
strategic partnerships, and unwavering dedication to our community, the future holds limitless 
potential. With the foundations set and a path charted, we invite you to join us on this journey as we 
explore the untapped possibilities of blockchain technology, together forging a legacy of progress 
and prosperity within the Zones ecosystem and across the Interchain. 

Thank you for being an integral part of Lunarspace’s inception and genesis. 

 

Authors credited: @decentranaut and @TendermintTimmy 

In consultation with Dopenomics, Phi Labs, Athena Consulting, and Spark IBC. 

 

Don’t forget to follow us on social media for updates and news! 
 
 

 

  

 

Disclaimer: This Litepaper is intended for informational purposes only and does not constitute financial 
advice, investment recommendations, or an endorsement of the Zones ecosystem or related protocols. The 
content presented herein reflects the current understanding and development plans of the Lunarspace team 
and is subject to change as the project evolves. Potential participants should conduct their due diligence and 
consult with professional advisors before making any financial commitments or decisions based on the 
information provided. Lunarspace and its affiliates shall not be liable for any direct or indirect losses incurred 
as a result of relying on the information contained in this document. Lunarspace reserves the right to modify, 
amend, or update the content of this Litepaper at any time without notice. By accessing and using this 
Litepaper, you acknowledge and agree to the terms and conditions outlined herein. 
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